Report: Operation Desert Strike – 09-02-02
Mission Classification: Alpha I - Recon/Rescue
Mission Briefing:
Tokra spies have located a group of Tollan that have been enslaved by the Gou’ald.
According to the Tokra, they are being held on a desert planet similar to Abydos.
MALP telemetry shows the Stargate to be inside a temple almost exactly identical to
the one on Abydos.
The Tokra report that there is a village about 2km east of the Stargate where the
slaves are kept. There is a naquidah mine just outside the village walls. This is the
most likely location of the Tollan slaves.
Due to the war with Lord Yu, the forces of Anubis guarding the planet are extremely
small. At most a battalion of Jaffa and a squadron of death gliders.
Remember, you’re there to retrieve the Tollan, not liberate the planet.
Mission Status: Complete
Injuries to Personnel:
Cat - DHD fragment stuck in arm.
Viper - Staff blast to the leg.
Report:
Well, as usual, we got off to a rather rocky start. While waiting for more people to
show up, I gave cat and wedge the briefing. Seems wedge died of boredom during
the briefing and was out the rest of the mish. Then we wasted a half hour waiting for
some one else, and another 10-15 minutes waiting for acid to figure out how to work
yahoo chat.
After acid finally got in, we started.
We made it about halfway to the mines when we ran into a Jaffa patrol. Got all 4 of
them and continued on to the mines.
Once there i planted C4 in a shack and blew it up as a diversion. While the Jaffa were
looking at what was left of the shack, we retreved the Tollan slaves. Seems some
were missing though. While cat took them back to the gate, acid and I blew up some
more shacks.
At the gate, cat ran into about 30 or so Jaffa and had to wait for the 2 of us to get
there. When we made it, acid and i shot off a barrage of grenades then a glider
showed up.
While the two of them covered me i ran for the pyramid to get our Stinger antiaircraft missiles. I blew up the glider and cat and acid ushered the Tollans into the
pyramid and thru the gate.
Cat retrieved the DHD chrystals believing that they may be able to tell us where the
missing Tollan slaves were taken, and got a piece of the broken DHD stuck in her
arm. I got hit in the leg diving for the gate.

Cat and I made it through and acid blew up the area around the gate with C4 once
everyone was through and the iris was shut.

